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“Engineering is the art of planning and forethought.”  

Legal Disclaimer:  

The author makes no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, with respect to the data files and/or software, their quality, accuracy, or fitness for any specific 
application. Therefore the author shall have no liability to any person or any entity with respect to any liability, loss, or damage caused or alleged to have been caused directly or 
indirectly by the use of the data files and/or software. This includes, but is not limited to, interruption of service, loss of data, loss of consulting or anticipatory profits or 
consequential damages from the use of these data files and/or software. 
  
All files unless otherwise noted are the original work product of the author. Unless otherwise noted these files are placed into the Public Domain for the unrestricted use by anyone 
for any purpose. Placing these files in the public domain shall in no way be construed as an obligation of the author (or his heirs and/or assigns) to maintain the web site, web 
pages, files, data or software. Further it shall in no way limit the author’s (or his heirs and/or assigns) options to make, produce or use versions of the software, data files, CAD 

objects or other material posted under the URL  in any other commercial or non-commercial venture.  
 
In the event of a legal dispute the court is requested to use a “reasonable person’s” interpretation of the “clear intent” of this disclaimer. 
 

The use of these data files and/or software constitutes acceptance of this disclaimer. 

“No good deed goes unpunished.” ― Oscar Wilde 

SqLite3 for Free Basic:  

 

Shared Variables:  

SQLiteFileLimit This is a byte that determines the number of SQLite3 Files that can be opened. 

The default is five (5). If you want to access more file then change this number 
PRIOR to any calls to SQL3_DBopen. 

SqlFile() This is an array of structure used to hold data about each SQLite3 DB connection 

SQL3TableCount Used to hold the count of tables for a specified DB file (1 to n) 

SQL3TableNames() Used to hold the table names for a specified DB file  

SQL3ColumnCount Used to hold the count of columns for a specified DB table (1 to n) 

SQL3ColumnNames() Used to hold the column names for a specified DB table 

SQL3ColumnTypes() Used to hold the column types for a specified DB table 

SQL3ColumnNull() Used to hold the null settings for a specified DB table.  

Zero indicates nulls are allowed 

SQL3ColumnPKey() Zero if column is NOT part of Primary key.  

Index in key if column is part of primary key 

SQL3ColumnDefault() Used to hold the column default value 

 

 

Public Functions and Procedures:  

SQL3_DBopen 

 

 

 

Syntax: SQL3_DBopen (DBName) 

DBName= name of SQL data base (may include path) 

Returns an Integer that is used as the SQL3 file number.  

On error returns negative number 

http://www.keywild.com/SQLite


Opens a connection to a SQLite3 Database 

SQL3_DBclose Syntax: SQL3_DBclose (FileNumber) 

FileNumber = file number that was returned by SQL3_DBopen 

On error returns negative number 

Closes previous opened SQLite3 Database 

SQL3_ErrMsg Syntax: SQL3_ErrMsg (FileNumber) 

FileNumber = file number that was returned by SQL3_DBopen 

Returns string of last SQLite extended error message 

Undefined if there was no error 

SQL3_ErrCode Syntax: SQL3_ErrCode (FileNumber) 

FileNumber = file number that was returned by SQL3_DBopen 

Returns integer of last SQLite extended error  code 

GetTableNamesUsr Syntax: GetTableNamesUsr (FileNumber) 

FileNumber = file number that was returned by SQL3_DBopen 

Fills the string array SQL3TableNames() with the names of the USER tables for a 
previously opened SQLite3 Database. Set SQL3TableCount to the number of 
tables. First table is “one” (i.e. not zero based). This array is destroyed/replaced on 
the next call to the procedure. 

GetTableNamesAll Syntax: GetTableNamesAll (FileNumber) 

FileNumber = file number that was returned by SQL3_DBopen 

Fills the string array SQL3TableNames() with the names of the all tables and views 
for a previously opened SQLite3 Database. This includes system tables. First table 
is “one” (i.e. not zero based). This array is destroyed/replaced on the next call to the 
procedure. 

GetColumnData Syntax: GetColumnData (FileNumber, TableName) 

FileNumber = file number that was returned by SQL3_DBopen 

TableName = name of table or view 

Fills the string arrays SQL3ColumnNames(), SQL3ColumnTypes(), 
SQL3ColumnNull(), SQL3ColumnPKey(), SQL3ColumnDefault() with information 
about the Table’s columns. Sets SQL3ColumnCount to the number of columns. First 
column is “one” (i.e. not zero based). These arrays are destroyed/replaced on the 
next call to the procedure. 

 

Shameless Self Promotion:  

KeyWild CAD Library: A collection of DWG files for use with CAD systems. Fasteners, World Map, … 

Back Office, Six Mountains: A novel that I wrote 

 

 

 

http://www.keywild.com/cad_library/index.htm
http://www.keywild.com/Six_Mountains/index.htm
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